
H6: Roles and Reusable Collaborations
CSE 335, Spring 2009

Due by Tuesday, March 24 at 11:59 p.m.

Objectives

1. Continue to exercise the use of abstract classes and interfaces.

2. Synthesize a composite collaboration from simpler ones.

3. Design support classes that enable the separation of concerns in a class hierarchy.

Description

The executable /user/cse335/S09/H6-example/browser is a graphical browser that allows users
to scroll through the lines of an ASCII file, using a viewport window and a scrollbar. The browser
is run as follows:

browser file [size]

where file is the name of an ASCII file, and the optional argument size is a positive integer that
specifies the size (i.e., number of lines) of the viewport window. For example:

browser /etc/motd 5

will create a browser that displays the system “message of the day,” 5 lines at a time. Observe that
clicking on the scroll buttons or dragging the handle causes the viewport to scroll appropriately.
Observe also that if the window is resized, either vertically or horizontally, then the contents of the
viewport expand or contract as appropriate.

The files in /user/cse335/S09/H6-src/* comprise the source files for an incomplete version
of browser, which you are to complete. The file browser.cpp creates the GUI, which consists of
two widgets (a Viewport and a Scrollbar) that are grouped into a common Container_Window.
Class File_Manager reads in an ASCII file and provides a convenient interface for querying in-
dividual lines of the file. Class Scrollbar extends the FLTK class Fl_Scrollbar with logic
that makes the scrollbar range between 0 and some upper bound (in this case, the size of the
file to be displayed). Moreover, this class has been designed so that the protected member func-
tion user_event() is invoked when the user clicks on the scroll buttons or drags the handle.
Class Viewport extends the FLTK class Fl_Multiline_Output with the ability to reference a
File_Manager object and also an operation that returns the capacity (i.e., number of lines) avail-
able in the viewport.

In this assignment, you are to implement the collaborations necessary for the browser applica-
tion to function as intended. You will also work to make the viewport’s collaborations even more
general, so that the individual pieces are not strictly tied to each other. This will make the individual
pieces more reusable in other applications, and hence more useful.
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Tasks

1. Part 1:

(a) Import the files in /user/cse335/S09/H6-src/ into a new branch in your homework
repository, named H6. See prior assignments for help working with SVN.

(b) Design an interface class called Valuator Listener that provides an operation named
announce new value(), which takes a single parameter of type unsigned.

(c) Modify the code for class Scrollbar to allow collaborations between ScrollBar
objects and objects that implement the Valuator Listener interface. On a user
event, the scrollbar should notify every registered Valuator Listener by invok-
ing its announce new value() operation with the current position of its scroll-
bar handle. To test this capability, build a small “test” class that implements the
Valuator Listener interface by merely printing out the value of the parameter when
the announce new value() operation is invoked. Modify browser.cpp to connect an
object of this test class with the scrollbar and verify that your implementation of the
collaboration works as expected.

(d) Extend class Viewport to make it actually display the lines of the File Manager with
which it is initialized. For this task, we do not expect the contents of the Viewport
to change when the user clicks on the scrollbar, and we do not expect the viewport to
behave correctly when the window is resized. Hint: To add a collection of lines to
the viewport, you must invoke the value() operation of Fl Multiline Output with a
character string that contains all of the lines to display, separated by embedded newline
characters (i.e., ’\n’). For example, to display the lines:

The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog

you would need to create a character string, such as:

string lines = "The quick brown fox\njumped over the lazy dog";

and then invoke the value function with this string, e.g.:

value(lines.c_str());

You might consider defining a protected “update” function that encapsulates this logic.
(e) Extend class Viewport so that it behaves correctly when the window is resized. You will

need to add some code to the resize() method in class Viewport. This task should be
easy if you built the update function correctly. If it is not easy, then you should probably
rethink the design of your update function (from Task (d)).

(f) Finally, use multiple inheritance to create a class named My Viewport that extends the
Viewport class to implement the Valuator Listener interface. When the scroll-
bar handle is moved, the Viewport display should be updated appropriately. Update
browser.cpp to use this new class.
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2. Part 2:

(a) Intuitively, a viewport ought to be able to scroll through an arbitrary sequence of strings,
but this is not possible in the current implementation because Viewport is tightly cou-
pled with class File Manager. To separate these classes, design an interface class called
Sequence that defines just those data-gathering operations needed by Viewport. Then
modify Viewport to make it collaborate with any object that implements this new in-
terface (as opposed to collaborating only with objects of class File Manager). Because
Viewport is no longer coupled to File Manager, we should rename the protected data
member mgr to something more meaningful. For historical reasons, software designers
refer to an object that supplies data to a GUI object as the GUI’s “model.” Therefore,
the new name for mgr should be model.

(b) Modify the File Manager class so that it implements the Sequence interface. Recom-
pile the browser application and execute it to verify that your changes work.

(c) The current implementation of class Viewport must keep track of the index into the
file (or sequence) that appears at the top line of the viewport. Consequently, class
Viewport is addressing two (conceptually) separate concerns: displaying a sequence of
strings, and maintaing a subsequence mapping, which associates viewport line numbers
with sequence line numbers. For example, if the value of Viewport::top line is 78,
then the viewport must retrieve line 78 from its Sequence model to fill in the first line,
line 79 to fill in the second line, and so forth.

We would like to isolate this “subsequence mapping” concern into its own class,
thereby simplifying class Viewport. Design a new abstraction called Subsequence
that performs this mapping and makes it possible to look up the piece of the sequence
that should currently be displayed. This will enable Viewport to always display the first
few lines of the Subsequence rather than having to figure out which lines to display on
its own. Be sure to design Subsequence so that it uses a Sequence as a model, so that
it has a place from which to get the necessary data. Also note that Subsequence will
need operations to set the beginning of the subsequence and its length.

(d) Modify the application code to make Viewport operate using a Subsequence model,
which in turn uses a File Manager as its data source. After this modification, there
should no longer be a top line data member in Viewport. This may require changing
how the My Viewport adapter classes responds to notifications from the scrollbar.

3. Part 3:

(a) To get a better idea of how your application works, take a look at the sqd utility on
black. This utility will draw a sequence diagram for an actual run of your program. To
use this utility, you must recompile your code. Run make clean and then modify the
makefile in the following ways:

• Add -finstrument-functions to the CXXFLAGS definition.
• Add /user/cse335/S09/lib/ptrace.o to the LDFLAGS definition.

(b) Now run sqd to generate a sequence diagram:
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/user/cse335/S09/bin/sqd ’./browser browser.cpp 3’ \
Scrollbar File_Manager My_Viewport

This tells sqd to execute browser browser.cpp 3 and to record the interactions be-
tween the Scrollbar, File Manager and My Viewport classes. Move the scrollbar
twice and quit the browser. sqd will produce a file named sequencediagram.jpg.

(c) Examine the sequence diagram that sqd created. Think about whether it looks the way
you would expect it to, given how you designed your program. Add this diagram to
your SVN repository and hand it in with your completed source code. You do not need
to turn in your analysis of the diagram.

When you have finished updating the application, tag your completed files by copying them into
file:///user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME/tags/submission-H6. NOTE: Due
to the extended length of this assignment, it will be counted as two homeworks in the class grades.
To make up for this, you will have more time to complete it.
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